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Magic & Fire burn... The Serenity of the Land of Faerie is threatened as the Unseelie Queen Aveta

rages war against the three remaining Seelie Realms of Faerie. As Shade's powers grow, she finds

she is running out of time to keep the war from spilling into the human world. Winter is growing in

strength as the evil Queen's horrifying legions scar the land in their frigid wake. No one is safe.

Shade becomes enemy number one for the Unseelie legions. Questioning her true role of power,

Shade discovers the cost of winning may come at a much higher price than she ever imagined.
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After reading the prequel, Evangalin then Evershade(book#1) and just finished Everfire(book#2) I

am pleased and excited to get the 3rd book. This is a great Fairy series, not usually my favorite, but

it is full of adventure, mystery and a little romance .I would recommend this book to anyone who

enjoys reading a great story that has it all including plotting that brings suspense with excellent

timing and characters whom you developed strong feelings for, both good and bad. I can't wait to

start the next one!

The second one in the series. Found it hard to put down, waiting for Dylan to return. I was hoping for

a bit more, but I am fortunate to have the series. Definitely, by the next book, or be ready to find

yourself hanging at the end.

I thought the book was good. I like how it picked up where the first book left off. The story was easy

to get into, but there were a few places that were hard to fallow. It felt a bit like the author rushed

through parts of the book. Like the weapons training. Readers never get the full picture of how well

Shade has been trained. Also when Shade and her brother go to her grandmothers they mention

that Shades brother is with her, and then hes just gone. There was no mention of him leaving at any

point. It left me feeling like I skipped a few pages. It felt the same while she was being trained by her

grandmother. The author jumped around to much during that scene. I didn't feel like there was

enough information about what Shade was actually learning, or any idea of how long she was

actually with her grandmother. I would have liked to see more done with that relationship.Other than

that I feel like the series is worth reading, especially for the price. I'm looking forward to finding out

where Shade's journey will end.

Alexia Purdy, is definitely on my list of favorite Authors!!When I read, I like details and I want to be

able to visualize every bit of the surroundings and get a sense of the place it's set in. Alexia, creates

a world that pulls you in and captivates you from beginning to end.... "Ilarial's face stared down into

the fog as her eyes became a reflection of the mirror, becoming lost in the world she now seemed to

walk in." This description of Ilarial staring into the looking glass, is very much the way I felt when I

was reading. I became lost in the world created by, Alexia Purdy.I devoured Ever Shade,



Evangeline, and Ever fire. I could hardly wait for the third book, Ever Winter. I began reading her

other series, Reign of Blood.

Fun series!

Loved it! The story continues to get even better. The details are so descriptive and amazing. It picks

up not too long from the first book. Shade is growing as a character. She is learning more about her

powers and becoming more confidant and strong. She is also dealing with her feelings for the two

men in her life. We learn more about her background and there are a lot of twists and turns. I could

not put it down at times...that is until I had too, thanks to my 5 year-old ;)

An impulse purchase after getting the first book in a boxed set. Reads very well flows nicely from

the first. Characters are well developed and story is woven well. Will be buying the rest of the series.

Continuation from book one. Very exciting and suspencefull. I think this author has it all going for

her in her hit multi-book thrillers regarding a family of fire controlling stitches and warlocks who's

eldist sister is a strong fairy part human queen. She has more powers than anyone knows.
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